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More reliable mode-locking and bandwidth-limited pulses of shorter durations are obtained when the high-reflectivity mirror is ifllnersed in the sa~rable absorber solutions used to ~ssively mode-lock pulsed and CW dye lasers,
Neodym11611 and ruby lasers (1). This result had been previously explained
[2,3] by preferential saturation of the absorber at t~e antinodes of the
star.din; waves in the neighbourhood of the mirror, particularly when the dye
cell length is comparable to the laser pulse length. !~ith the recent demonstration of pha~e conjugation reflection in many materials by degenerate nonlinesr mixing [4] involving local saturation of absorption [SJ it seemed
timely to investigate picosecond phase-conjugation in OODCI and other saturaole abscrters c0111110nly used for 110de-lockfng dye lasers. Our results indicate
that, in addition to preferential saturation, phase conjugation effects contribute to the improved performance of the i11111ersed mirror mode-locking dye
cell, even when the laser beam is focussed bn to the mirror as in the case
of C~ dy~ lasers [6}. Photois:imer effects (71 are also shown to be important
in t~e phase-conju9ation process, and play a jominating role as t~e lsser is
r.. nec to 1onger wave 1engths.
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Experiment
A 1.2us train of 50 uJ, Sps pulses from a flashlamp pumped mode-lucked dye
laser [1] was divided by a beamsplitter to generate puaping pulses of highfotensity 11 and low-intensity I 2 probe pulses, arranged to arrive simultaneously41t the extra-cavity retroflecting cell by appropriate adjustment of
the prfsm optical delay lines. The pulses were focussed into the 200 um
path length dye cell to give peak intensity of ~soo MW Cll-2 in an area of
~111'11 diameter. DODCI, DQTCi and Oxazine I dissolved in a range of solvents
(ethanol, methanol, and glycerol) were employed. The results were indeDendent of the solvent used and phase conjugation reflectivity was produced by
all three dyes. Most of the work was carried out with DODCI.
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Fig.2aa) Reflected intensity
depen ence on delay between
pump and probe pulses
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Fig.2ab) Reflected intensity I~
aepen ence on probe intensit~ ! 2
(1 20 .. 36 tfti an- 2 ; 11 = 440 MW cm-2)

Figure 2(a) shows the variation of reflected intensity for DODCI as a
function of the del~ between the object and p1J11p pulses. The half-width of
O.Sps, averaged over a cD111plete pulse train, compares with a coherence time
of 0.22ps for the 2.3 nm total bandwidth. Self-phase 1110dulation spectral
broadening along the dye lasers pulse train [7] accounts for the difference.
As expected there was a quadratic dependence of reflectivity upon pump intensity (8,9j. The output intensity increased linearly with the object wave
intensity up to ~17 MY an-2 when saturation set in at a pCMer reflectivity
of ·.SO?. (Fig.2(b)). The deper.aence Jf reflectivity upon !lCDCl concentration
(Fig.3) is a gooc fit to the theoretical relation (exp - 23d) (1 - exp r-2~d,) 2
[9J with an optimum concentration of 5.5 x 10-~M, the typical concentration
giving op~imum mode-locking performance. Confinnation of ~avefront phase
conjugation was obtained by correcting 'or tile effect of a cylindrical lens
distorter. Phas':-conjugate reflection was also obtained ~11':en the laser was
not mode-lock!d.
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~ig.3 ileflectecl intensity dependence on DOOCI concentration. Smoth curve
~ d,(eiq, - 2~0) (1 - exp,- ~di);, 1 • abso~ptton coefficient, d • 0.2lln
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Fig.~ :ntra-cavity pnase con;Jgation experimental arrangement.
~he ex:>er1menta1 arrangemert for intracavi~ rhase conjugation is showq in
~ig.4. At a DODC: concentrat~on of ~-5 x 10--H in a c211 of 0.2 11111 thickness
a reflectivit; of l'. wlS obt1foed. Ffg.S shows the return beul profile When
(a) tne cell mirror NIS at t~e focus of lens L~ (b) the lens .as displaced by
5 c111; tne fluorescence patter"ls (c and d) for these two positions respec:tively
and {ei the probe be111 reflected by a mirror. Inside the mode•locked laser
cavity, pr.ase-conjugation reflection s~ould lie produced wit~ greater fidelity
;101 because the ?IIIIP beams anc the effective probe beams experience tt:f same
dhtortion in ?eSSing throug:t the laser. medium. In the arrang911nt of Fig. 4
tr.is .ias not necesurfl:, the case since the pi,np beams will have 1111de an extra
trans,t ~~l"Ougr. the laser dye solut;on. Also, the temporal structure of the
p1111g c~ will ha~e ~een chanqed r11 ~Y tnis extra transit.throuqh the
ampitfJir.g ~edium. As with tre e1.tra-cavity arrangemert coincidence of the
pump ar.c ~rO!le pulses to witr.in t~e coherence ttme was needed to acnteve
pnase conjugation reflectivitJ. ~hus intra-cavtty phase-conjugation wi11
tot~ ccrr!ct for ~er,,al distJrtion ar.c ~end to produce bandwiath·1imited
f,1Jhes, ;inc1J :!:1ncwic!tr;-limftec st,.uc~l.ires from tlle inittal intensity
fluc~Jaticrs [i; will be preferentiaily ,-eflected in ~u1tiole passes through
t"e ~~!Jret1: a:sorce~.
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Fig.6(a) ~ P1A11p mode-locked
pulse train (605 nm) Lower
Reflected pulse train.--

Demonstration of wavefront conjugation (see text

Fig.6(b) As for Fig.6(a) but laser tuned
to operate at '517 nm. ~!ote restructuring
of mode-locked pulse train enveloped~~
to generation of DCCC: ohotoisomer ar.~
subsequent phase-conju9ation reflection.

The effect of photoisomer generation in COCCI [7] was clearly seen ~ya
reflected pulse delay of '.500 ns, compared with tr.e pur.ip pulse, for a DODC:
(5 x 10--M) cell pumped by a 617 nm unmade-locked laser puise. At 586 nm :re
efficiency reached 150', Y:ith zero delay. That t~e dela:,· at longer waveler,gtr.s
arises from photoisomer generation is confirmed by Fig.6. Fig.6(a) sno~s ~he
pump and reflected pulses for a 605 1111 mode-locked pulse train, while Fig.6:,b)
sno~s a drastic restructuring and delay (time scale 200 ns major division)
when the laser was tuned to 617 l'l!I. At this longer wa~e1ength phase conj~gat1on would be more efficient for the CGCCl photcisomer created at the teginning of trie train, than for the normal form [1]. The oelaJ in the buiid-·,o
of the photoisomer concentration coulo be ~anipulated for :he production cf
.:a e,engtr.-denendent rnulti11lexing for ap['l1ications in rei!i-~ime r.olcgrapi1:.,,
·~a a and Jicture processing and :.1aveier.g;:r. f;J tering, 31: •·1ith picoseccric
fe ;;ens;: times.

Tnus with a tunab1e dye laser it is oossible to produce phase conjugation
witn gain and with picosecond time response. By exploiting photoisomer effec·
~avelength-dependent variable delays and pulse envelope restructuring is
obtained. Since phase conjugation requires coincidence wit~in the coherence
tir:ie. bandwidth-limited pulses will be preferentially produced by a r.etroreflecttng a~sorter dye cell. Aatplification and phase conjugation in BDN
saturable absorber by 13 ns pulses of a ND:YA& O-switched laser and si.,ltaneous intr1-c.avity Q-switching and phase-conjugation reflection has ~lso
recently been reported (11).
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